
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

28-Feb 1:30 PM EUR Spanish Flash CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

7.10% 6.10%

28-Feb 7:00 PM USD Goods Trade Balance

Export demand and currency demand are directly linked because

foreigners must buy the domestic currency to pay for the nation's

exports. Export demand also impacts production and prices at

domestic manufacturers

-99.6B -101.0B

28-Feb 7:00 PM USD Prelim Wholesale Inventories m/m
It's a signal of future business spending because companies are more

likely to purchase goods once they have depleted inventories
1.30% 2.20%

28-Feb 8:15 PM USD Chicago PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

62.1 65.2

1-Mar All Day EUR German Prelim CPI m/m

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

0.80% 0.40%

1-Mar 1:45 PM EUR Spanish Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

59.9 56.2

1-Mar 2:15 PM EUR Italian Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

58 58.3
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

1-Mar 2:20 PM EUR French Final Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

57.6 57.6

1-Mar 2:25 PM EUR German Final Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

58.5 58.5

1-Mar 2:30 PM EUR Final Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

58.4 58.4

1-Mar 3:30 PM EUR Italian Prelim CPI m/m Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers 1.10% 1.60%

1-Mar 8:15 PM USD Final Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

57.5 57.5

1-Mar 8:30 PM USD ISM Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

58 57.6

1-Mar 8:30 PM USD Construction Spending m/m Change in the total amount builders spent on construction projects -0.10% 0.20%

1-Mar 8:30 PM USD ISM Manufacturing Prices

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when businesses pay

more for goods and services the higher costs are usually passed on to

the consumer

78.1 76.1



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

1-Mar All Day USD Wards Total Vehicle Sales

It's a sign of consumer confidence - rising demand for expensive

durable goods shows that consumers are confident in their future

financial position and feel comfortable spending money

14.4M 15.0M

2-Mar 1:15 PM EUR French Gov Budget Balance
Difference in value between the central government's income and

spending for the year-to-date
0 -170.7B

2-Mar 1:30 PM EUR Spanish Unemployment Change

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions

-44.5K 17.2K

2-Mar 2:25 PM EUR German Unemployment Change

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions

-25K -48K

2-Mar 3:30 PM EUR CPI Flash Estimate y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

5.40% 5.10%

2-Mar 3:30 PM EUR Core CPI Flash Estimate y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

2.50% 2.30%

2-Mar 3:30 PM EUR German Buba President Nagel Speaks

ECB Governing Council members vote on where to set the Eurozone's

key interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

2-Mar All Day All OPEC-JMMC Meetings 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

2-Mar Tentative EUR German 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 0.31|2.0

2-Mar 6:45 PM USD ADP Non-Farm Employment Change
Job creation is an important leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
378K -301K

2-Mar 8:00 PM USD FOMC Member Bullard Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

2-Mar 8:30 PM USD Fed Chair Powell Testifies

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

2-Mar 9:00 PM USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0.00% 4.5M

3-Mar 12:30 AM USD Beige Book 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

3-Mar 1:45 PM EUR Spanish Services PMI

It's positively correlated with interest rates - early in the economic

cycle an increasing supply of money leads to additional spending and

investment, and later in the cycle expanding money supply leads to

inflation

51.8 46.6

3-Mar 2:15 PM EUR Italian Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

52.6 48.5



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

3-Mar 2:20 PM EUR French Final Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

57.9 57.9

3-Mar 2:25 PM EUR German Final Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56.6 56.6

3-Mar 2:30 PM EUR Final Services PMI
Level of a diffusion index based on surveyed purchasing managers in

the services industry
55.8 55.8

3-Mar 3:30 PM EUR PPI m/m Change in the price of finished goods and services sold by producers 2.50% 2.90%

3-Mar 3:30 PM EUR Unemployment Rate

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions

6.90% 7.00%

3-Mar 6:00 PM EUR ECB Monetary Policy Meeting Accounts

It's a detailed record of the ECB Governing Board's most recent

meeting, providing in-depth insights into the economic conditions that

influenced their decision on where to set interest rates

0.00% 0.00%

3-Mar 6:00 PM USD Challenger Job Cuts y/y Change in the number of job cuts announced by employers 0.00% -76.00%

3-Mar 7:00 PM USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of unemployed people is

an important signal of overall economic health because consumer spending is highly

correlated with labor-market conditions. Unemployment is also a major consideration for

those steering the country's monetary policy

223K 232K

3-Mar 7:00 PM USD Revised Nonfarm Productivity q/q
Productivity and labor-related inflation are directly linked - a drop in a worker's

productivity is equivalent to a rise in their wage. When businesses pay more for

labor the higher costs are usually passed on to the consumer

6.60% 6.60%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

3-Mar 7:00 PM USD Revised Unit Labor Costs q/q
Annualized change in the price businesses pay for labor, excluding the

farming industry
0.30% 0.30%

3-Mar 8:15 PM USD Final Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56.7 56.7

3-Mar 8:30 PM USD Fed Chair Powell Testifies

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates, he has

more influence over the nation's currency value than any other person. Traders

scrutinize his public engagements as they are often used to drop subtle clues

regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

3-Mar 8:30 PM USD ISM Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

60.9 59.9

3-Mar 8:30 PM USD Factory Orders m/m
It's a leading indicator of production - rising purchase orders signal

that manufacturers will increase activity as they work to fill the orders
0.50% -0.40%

3-Mar 9:00 PM USD Natural Gas Storage
Change in the number of cubic feet of natural gas held in underground

storage during the past week
0.00% -129B

4-Mar 4:30 AM USD FOMC Member Williams Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

4-Mar 4th-7th EUR German Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
1.50% -5.50%

4-Mar 12:30 PM EUR German Trade Balance

Export demand and currency demand are directly linked because

foreigners must buy the domestic currency to pay for the nation's

exports. Export demand also impacts production and prices at

domestic manufacturers

7.5B 6.8B



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

4-Mar 1:15 PM EUR French Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with

consumer conditions such as employment levels and earnings

0.50% -0.20%

4-Mar 3:30 PM EUR Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
1.50% -3.00%

4-Mar Tentative EUR French 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 0

4-Mar 7:00 PM USD Average Hourly Earnings m/m
It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when businesses pay

more for labor the higher costs are usually passed on to the consumer
0.50% 0.70%

4-Mar 7:00 PM USD Non-Farm Employment Change
Job creation is an important leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
400K 467K

4-Mar 7:00 PM USD Unemployment Rate

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health because

consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market conditions.

Unemployment is also a major consideration for those steering the country's

monetary policy

3.90% 4.00%



European Central Bank policymakers are gathering for what may have suddenly become a crisis meeting as Russia's invasion of Ukraine threatens to derail economic growth

in the euro zone and complicate the ECB's path out of negative interest rates. The ECB's policymaking Governing Council had been due to gather in Paris at lunchtime on

Thursday for an "informal get-together". This was aimed at preparing a decision on March 10 on the likely end of the ECB's bond-buying stimulus programme and pave the

way for the first rate hike in more than a decade to tackle surprisingly high inflation. But Russia's invasion of Ukraine overnight has changed the picture by raising the

prospect of higher energy costs, financial turmoil and lower trade for the euro zone. This was likely to lead to an immediate spike in energy prices followed by lower

economic growth and inflation for the euro zone, which relies on Russian gas for 40% of its needs. 

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

Consumer inflation in Japan's capital accelerated in February at the fastest annual pace in more than two years, suggesting that soaring fuel and food costs will weigh on

consumption and the country's fragile economic recovery. The overall consumer price index (CPI) for Tokyo, considered a leading indicator of nationwide trends, rose 1.0%

in February from a year earlier, marking the fastest pace since December 2019, government data showed. The Tokyo core CPI, which excludes volatile fresh food but

includes energy costs, increased 0.5% in February from a year earlier, accelerating from a 0.2% gain in January. It compared with a median market forecast for a 0.4%

gain. A 24.2% spike in energy prices was the key driver of the rise in core CPI, underscoring the pain higher fuel costs are inflicting on households and retailers. Prices also

rose for a range of foods and services, though the increase was moderated by a temporary drag from cuts in cellphone fees, the data showed.

The conflict unfolding in Ukraine could have an effect on the U.S. economy in the medium term and should be factored in as Federal Reserve policymakers remove

accommodation, Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester said. Such geopolitical events can worsen inflation and be damaging to economic growth in the near-term, said

Mester, who has a vote this year for monetary policy decisions. "The implications of the unfolding situation in Ukraine for the medium-run economic outlook in the U.S. will

also be a consideration in determining the appropriate pace at which to remove accommodation," Mester said in remarks prepared for a virtual event organized by the Lyons

Companies and the University of Delaware. Mester reiterated her view that the pace of rate increases will depend on what happens with inflation, and that it should speed up

if inflation does not moderate by the middle of the year and slow down if inflation comes down faster than expected. 

India’s monetary policy makers were fixated on supporting economic growth, as most of them agreed inflation will ease and there was no hurry to follow peers in tightening,

according to minutes of their meeting. All six members of the Monetary Policy Committee voted to keep the benchmark repurchase rate steady at 4% earlier this month,

while Jayanth Rama Varma remained the lone dissenter when it came to retaining the accommodative policy stance for as long as necessary, the minutes of their Feb. 8-10

meeting showed. “Inflation pressures in India continue to emanate largely from supply side factors,” Governor Shaktikanta Das was cited as saying at the meeting. “In this

period of prolonged uncertainty, it would be wise to remain agile and respond in a gradual, calibrated and well telegraphed manner to the emerging challenges.” But his

colleague Varma argued that a switch to neutral stance was now long overdue given the waning impact of the pandemic.

The Bank of Japan has no immediate plans to roll back its massive stimulus but will scrutinise how rising import costs could affect public perceptions on the inflation outlook,

Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said. Given Japan's heavy reliance in energy imports, the central bank will also carefully monitor how escalating tension in Ukraine could affect oil

prices, Kuroda told parliament. "Unlike Western countries, we have no immediate plans to scale back our monetary stimulus," Kuroda said, stressing that Japan's inflation

remains well below that of other economies. "We will look not just at price indicators, but also surveys showing how the public feels about price moves," he added. While

soaring raw material costs have pushed up wholesale prices in Japan, core consumer inflation stood at 0.2% in January as weak household spending and wage growth keep

firms from passing on the higher costs to consumers.
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